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This issue of the Journal of Complexity is dedicated to Professor Frank Stenger on the occasion of his
65th birthday, which was celebrated during the conference: Optimal Algorithms and Computational
Complexity for Numerical Problems, in Salt Lake City, in May 2007.
Frank has been a friend, mentor, collaborator and teacher for the four of us and for many others.
This special issue contains selected papers from the conference and is given in appreciation of all that
Frank has done for us and for the field of numerical computation.
For over 35 years, Frank has been a crucial researcher in numerical analysis. He was selected by
SIAMas one of the fifteenmost influential numerical analysts of theXX century. He founded the field of
Sinc methods in numerical computation, authored a Sinc monograph, a numerical analysis textbook,
co-authored a monograph on modern computational approximation techniques as well as developed
a library of Sinc algorithms, the Sinc–Pack Matlab toolbox. He has published some 150 journal papers
ranging overmany areas of engineering and science,mostly in subjects related to computation. He has
lectured at universities in 21 different countries. He received the First Degree Prize of the Secretary of
Education of Poland in 1996 (jointly with M. Kowalski and K. Sikorski).
Frank was born in Hungary. After World War II, he lived in East Germany, then in West Germany,
then in Canada, then, after completion of his course studies, in the United States. He claims to have
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a ‘‘Canadian mind’’. Perhaps this is why he and his wife Carol spend every summer in their house in
Nanaimo, on Vancouver Island.
Frank retired from the Computer Science (CS) department at the University of Utah on June 30,
2007. He spent about 20 years in the CS department, and the previous 20 years in the Department
of Mathematics. His undergraduate degree is in engineering (Engineering–Physics, with emphasis
on Electrical Engineering), he holds Masters degrees in Electrical Engineering (Servomechanisms)
and in Mathematics (Numerical Analysis), and he holds a Ph.D. in Mathematics (Computational
Asymptotics). He has been major advisor of seven Masters and twenty Ph.D. students. During
the past few years he has been an associate editor of seven journals devoted to computational
numerical methods.
In his lifelong career, Frank has produced a large body of original research in the development of
algorithms, in areas ‘‘less traveled on’’ by other researchers, such as computational approximation,
solution of nonlinear equations, sinc methods (for approximating every operation of calculus over
finite intervals, infinite intervals and contours, all of which enable arbitrary accuracy); these yield
novelmethods for solving partial differential and integral equations. He has also developed algorithms
for non-destructive viewing of a part of a human being, and for determining whether or not the vote
count at a voting center is fraudulent.
We cannot describe all of Frank’s results in a few pages, so we focus on some of his major
contributions. For a complete history of Frank’s achievements, we refer the reader to www.cs.utah.
edu/∼stenger/history.pdf.
In 1971, Frank wrote a joint paper with John McNamee and Ian Whitney on ‘‘Whittaker’s Cardinal
Function in Retrospect’’. With this publication, the Cardinal function
C(f , h)(x) =
∞∑
k=−∞
f (kh)S(k, h)(x)
S(kh)(x) = sinc
( x
h
− k
)
sinc(x) = sin(pix)
pix
,
(1)
became a major part of Frank Stenger’s approach to computation. Here, sinc(x) is the sinc
function familiar to engineers, while we refer to the functions S(k, h) as Sinc functions. The
beautiful description of this function in the original paper (most likely due to McNamee) was
‘‘. . . a function of royal blood, whose distinguished properties separate it from it bourgeois
brethren’’.
Frank has used these basis functions to construct efficient numerical algorithms for solving
all basic numerical problems, including approximation, interpolation, differentiation, quadrature,
indefinite integration, Hilbert, Laplace and Cauchy transforms, as well as solution of ODEs
(ordinary differential equations), PDEs (partial differential equations) and integral equations.
These algorithms enjoy almost optimal computational complexity in Hardy’s and Sinc spaces
of functions.
One important application of Sinc indefinite integration is that it enables uniform approximation
of indefinite integrals on arbitrary intervals and contours, even when the integrands are unbounded
at end-points of 0 (but integrable over the contour 0). (We can even get good approximations of
integrals that are unbounded, e.g., the incomplete Gamma function, 0(a, x) = ∫∞x ta−1dt , with
a ≤ 0). Another important application is a novel package for solving ODE (ordinary differential
equation) initial value problems over arbitrary intervals; furthermore, while stability and stiffness
can cause difficulties for other methods and packages, these are not difficulties for the Sinc
ODE package.
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A recent discovery of Frank is a formula for indefinite Sinc convolutions, which has led to many
novel important formulas in applications, for approximating convolution integrals, for inverting
Laplace transforms, for solving equations, such as Wiener–Hopf equations, which were hitherto
considered to be difficult, for evaluating Hilbert transforms, for solving PDEs and for solving
multidimensional integral equations.
Solution of PDEs that are expressed via integrals of Green’s functions is a straightforward
application of Sinc convolution, but to achieve this, one requires the multidimensional ‘‘Laplace
transform’’ of the Green’s function. Frank was successful in this endeavor, in that he was able to
obtain explicit expressions for all of the free space multidimensional Green’s functions known to
him for Poisson, biharmonic, wave, and heat problems. The derivations of these are given in the
tutorial distributedwith Sinc–Pack, the aforementionedMatlab toolbox. Frank also developed explicit
algorithms for the evaluation of the Green’s function convolution integrals, first over rectangular,
then also over curvilinear regions. Through that, it became possible to achieve a highly efficient and
accurate approximation of multidimensional Green’s function convolution integrals via the use of a
very small number ofmultiplications of one-dimensionalmatrices i.e., via separation of variables. Thus,
he was able to circumvent the use of large matrices required when classical finite difference or finite
element methods are used, so he is able to obtain a uniformly accurate solution with considerably
less effort.
In their 1953 classical monograph, Morse and Feshbach discuss the possible use of separation
of variables to solve three-dimensional Laplace and Helmholtz equations. They conclude via use of
the stackrel determinant that there are just 13 cases for which this is possible. The key to success
of this procedure is, in essence, being able to transform the problem over the original region into a
similar one over a rectangular region. They would then be able to use one-dimensional methods to
solvemultidimensional problems. Frank demonstrated that such separation of variables is possible for
Poisson, wave and heat problems in all dimensions. One reason for this is that Sinc methods enable
solution of PDEs without approximation of the highest order derivatives. The procedure is based on
the above Sinc convolution method. One does, however, require one additional property for success,
which is that the coefficients of the PDE as well as the patches of the boundary of the region are
analytic in each variable, with all other variables held fixed, and real. PDEs from applications that
are modeled via use of calculus do in fact have this feature. In such circumstances, Sinc methods
also yield exponential convergence, and combined with the aforementioned separation of variables
technique, are able to provide significant increases in the rates of convergence over classical methods.
In summary, Sinc methods offer a self-contained family of approximations for the most significant
operations of calculus, with the error of order O(e−c
√
N), where N is the number of Sinc points and c
is an absolute constant.
Frank’s research interests are quite diverse. In addition to developing an approximation
theory based on Sinc functions, he has made significant contributions to multivariate bisection
methods, inverse problems, computation of the topological degree, and he has developed software
packages implementing his ideas. These include optimal quadrature for functions with singularities
(published in the ACM Transactions on Mathematical Software with K. Sikorski), ODE-IVP-PACK
(with S. Gustavson, B. Keys, M. O’Reily and K. Parker), the PDE package Ptolemy (with K. Parker)
and the aforementioned Sinc–Pack, consisting of two parts: (a) a tutorial on Sinc methods and
(b) a set of approximately 300 Matlab ‘‘m’’-files for solving a variety of one-dimensional and
multivariate problems.
In summary, Frank has made very significant contributions to diverse areas of numerical analysis,
applied mathematics and computer science, and he has been the leading researcher in Sinc methods.
He has infectedmany young researcherswith his enthusiasm and devotion to Sincmethods, whichwe
believe will yield many more exciting results and algorithms for solving difficult practical problems.
Several of the conference participants asked us to include in the proceedings the following view of
Salt Lake City according to Franks’ Sinc eye.
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